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Abstract

“Wood Plastic Composite” or WPC is becoming increasingly popular in outdoor applications be-
cause of the advantage of a better durability in wet environments compared to natural wood. The
possibility of using WPC as a sound barrier, or as façade cladding, is investigated in this paper.
The sound transmission loss (TL) of an orthotropic WPC panel, obtained by coupling together
several boards, is computed by means of the transfer matrix method. The plate is modelled
as a thin orthotropic layer, described by frequency dependent elastic properties. A numerical
procedure, based on a finite element simulation, is proposed in order to determine the stiffness
properties along the principle direction of the panel. The reliability of this approach is verified by
comparing the numerical results with the experimental stiffness measured on a WPC beam. The
orthotropic behaviour is approximated by an elliptic interpolation of the flexural stiffness along
the two principle directions, based on a simplified assumption which considers the in-plane shear
modulus proportional to the orthotropic elastic moduli. The model based within the transfer ma-
trix method framework is validated with the experimental transmission loss measured on a WPC
panel in a reverberant room. Finally, the possibility of increasing the acoustic performance of
WPC structures by optimising their cross-section is investigated.
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1. Introduction1

Besides widely accepted benefits of environmental friendliness, natural-fibre-filled polymers2

are interesting materials due to their convenient balance of mechanical properties and cost. Nat-3

ural fibres, in fact, are relatively cheap, as they originate from local agricultural or industrial4

waste. Although traditional reinforcement, like glass fibres, impart higher stiffness and strength,5

the mechanical properties of natural-fibre-filled plastics are usually adequate. Among natural6

fibres, wood flour is one of the most widely used filler, mainly because of its wider availability.7

The resulting material is often termed “Wood Plastic Composite” or WPC and is becoming in-8

creasingly popular as a wood substitute. The WPC market share has expanded in the last twenty9

years by an average annual growth around 3.0% [1, 2] and the trend is still increasing. The10

main advantage with respect to natural wood is outdoor durability, also in a wet environment,11

which allows applications like external flooring, decking, fences, and near-water structures such12
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as piers. WPC boards can be processed with standard woodworking procedures, e.g. sawing13

and drilling, but at the same time they can be extruded like a standard plastics profile, thereby14

allowing engineering-optimized sections that are usually not obtainable with natural wood. The15

main research activities concerning WPC that are available in the scientific literature aim at im-16

proving the mechanical properties of the material, i.e. strength and stiffness, usually by acting17

on the WPC composition [3]. The main factors that are considered are the presence and quantity18

of additives, e.g. the coupling agents, and the amount, quality and geometrical properties of the19

wood fibres in the formulation. It is normally found that the optimum properties are obtained20

using a wood fibre filling level of about 50 wt.%, the fibres possessing an aspect ratio of 10 or21

higher and using an amount of coupling agent around 4 wt.% [4, 5]. Mechanical properties may22

also be improved by using polypropylene as the matrix [6, 7], which on the other hand has the23

drawback of a more difficult processing and characterization [8].24

In this article we explore the possibility of using WPC boards as a sound barrier or a façade25

cladding system, which are relatively new fields of application. To the best of our knowledge,26

there are very few studies that are concerned with the acoustic performance of such structures.27

The acoustic performance of wood-polymer composites has been previously investigated, how-28

ever, research so far has been mainly focused on sound absorption of composite foams [9] and29

different sustainable composites [10, 11], rather then on sound insulation provided by this kind30

of materials. Zhao et al. [12] investigated the normal incidence sound insulation of wood-rubber31

composite panels by using a four-microphone measurement technique. In order to simulate the32

sound transmission loss (TL) of an orthotropic WPC panel, which is constructed by binding to-33

gether several boards, the transfer matrix method (TMM) is used [13], although to implement this34

method it is necessary to know the stiffness characteristics of the investigated element. The ma-35

terial dynamic elastic modulus is firstly derived by means of a standard procedure. The apparent36

frequency-dependent flexural stiffness of a WPC extruded board is then determined numerically37

and verified with experimental data. By means of frequency-dependent stiffness properties the38

dynamic response of complex structures, such as sandwich beams or WPC boards, can be ap-39

proximated with good accuracy using low-order theories [14]. Furthermore, in order to describe40

the orthotropic behaviour of the WPC board, the stiffness characteristics should be determined41

along both principle directions [15]. To this purpose, a numerical approach based on Finite42

Element (FE) simulations, is presented and validated with numerical results.43

In the present paper a noise barrier has been constructed by coupling together several WPC44

boards. The sound insulation provided by this panel has been tested in a reverberation room45

coupled with a semi-anechoic chamber. This method allows a much more accurate measurement46

with respect to the impedance tube method, as it considers a diffuse incident sound field, and47

more realistic boundary conditions. The experimental transmission loss is used to validate the48

numerical model based on the TMM framework. Finally, thanks to the possibility of easily49

varying the profile cross-section by changing the extrusion die, an optimized shape of the cross50

section has also been simulated by numerical computation using the methods described in section51

4.52

2. Material and methods53

The material used in this investigation was a commercial WPC board manufactured by Iper-54

wood srl (Ferrara, Italy). This material is a high density polyethylene (HDPE) filled with 5055

wt.% of wood fibres from pine sawdust.56
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Figure 1: Oberst beam method: a) Diagram of the experimental setup; b) Picture of the measurements performed in
UNIFE laboratory on a homogeneous WPC bar.

In order to investigate the vibro-acoustic behaviour of WPC elements it is necessary to dy-57

namically characterise both the material’s properties and the dynamic response of the entire58

system. Acoustically excited structures exhibit very small deflections. Thus, according to the59

the small strain assumption, WPC can be assumed as a linear viscoelastic material, characterised60

by a complex elastic modulus taking into account the energy dissipation due to viscous damp-61

ing. Moreover, the dynamic response of elements with complex structural geometries can be62

approximated by means of low-order theories, using frequency dependent elastic properties.63

2.1. Material characterisation64

The “Oberst beam” is a classical method to dynamically characterise the elastic and damp-65

ing properties of viscoelastic materials. The methodology, described in the ASTM E756 standard66

[16], is based on the analysis of the Frequency Response Function (FRF) measured on a clamped-67

free homogeneous bar. The element should be excited by an electromagnetic transducer, in order68

not to interfere with its response. Unfortunately, WPC is not a ferromagnetic material and it69

was necessary to excite the bar mechanically in a different way. An alternative setup to apply70

Oberst’s technique was proposed by Wojtowicki et al. [17]. It was compared to other experimen-71

tal techniques to determine the elastic and damping properties in Ref. [18], showing that, with72

contacting piezoelectric transducers, it is necessary to perform a large number of measurements73

in order to experimental dispersion and obtain more accurate results, especially at low frequen-74

cies where the resulting loss factor is usually highly fluctuating and characterised by significant75

variability. A homogeneous WPC bar was excited by using an impact hammer equipped with76

a force transducer, as shown in in Figure 1. It is possible to determine the elastic modulus of77

the homogeneous elastic material from the resonance frequencies of the bar, evaluated from the78

measured FRF, as [16]:79

E =
12ρl4 f 2

n

h2C2
n
, (1)80

where ρ is the material density, l is the bar’s length and h its thickness, fn is the resonant frequency81

of mode n, while Cn represents a coefficient of the clamped-free beam associated with mode n,82
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given in the E756 ASTM standard [16] and reported in Table 1. In order to verify the reliability83

of the results, the dynamic elastic modulus was compared with the static Young’s modulus.84

Static Young’s modulus was determined with the three-points bending method according to85

the ASTM D790 standard, using an INSTRON 4467 dynamometer equipped with a 500 N full86

scale load cell. Four specimens in the form of 23 mm × 4.5 mm rectangular cross section bars87

cut along the longitudinal extrusion direction were loaded in the central section of a 80mm span88

at room temperature. Since the Young’s modulus had to be compared with the stiffness coming89

from measurements performed at high loading frequencies, the highest allowable cross-head90

speed was used, i.e. 200 mm/min. Following the three-points bending method, the stress σ91

could be obtained by92

σ =
3
2

FL
bh2 , (2)93

while the strain ε can be obtained by94

ε =
6δh
L2 (3)95

In the above formulae, L is the span, F is the force as measured by the load cell, δ is the cross96

head displacement that is supposed to be equal to the specimen displacement and h and b are the97

specimen thickness and width respectively. Young’s modulus E can then be obtained as usual98

E =
σ

ε
(4)99

2.2. Dynamic response of a sandwich beam100

WPC beams are normally obtained by extrusion, therefore lightweight structures can be eas-101

ily realised using alveolar or cellular cross sections e.g. Figure 2. These can be seen as two102

horizontal laminae that are transversely connected through regularly spaced solid elements of103

the same material.104

In vibro-acoustic analysis, WPC beams, due to their inner structure, can be treated as sand-105

wich elements, particular structures in which two thin laminae are separated by an inner light-106

weight core. The dynamic response of a sandwich beam can be determined, according to a107

well-established model proposed by Nilsson [19], by analysing laminates using the classical108

Euler-Bernoulli theory, while the inner core is described by general field equations. Both the109

external laminae and the core are assumed to be isotropic elements. The sandwich beam is110

thus characterised by an apparent frequency-dependent bending stiffness D that takes into ac-111

count shear, rotation and longitudinal deflection of the core, other than pure bending of the outer112

layers. For mode n of a free-free sandwich beam the apparent global bending stiffness can be113

approximated as [19, 20]:114

Dn =
4Ml3 f 2

n

π2b (n + 0.5)4 (5)115

where M is the beam’s total mass, l its length, b its width, and fn the resonant frequency associ-116

ated with mode n. This simplified approach provides a good approximation of the structure’s dy-117

namic response if compared with higher order theories, as discussed in Ref. [21]. This approach118

was applied by modelling a free-free WPC beam with a finite element (FE) code, computing the119

resonance frequencies in order to determine its bending stiffness according to Eq. (5). The model120

was validated by comparing the numerical results with the experimental resonance frequencies121

obtained from the dynamic response measured on a WPC beam 1.43 m long, 0.145 m wide and122

0.025 m thick. The free-free boundary conditions were simulated by suspending the structure123
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Figure 2: Digram of the experimental setup to measure the FRF of a freely suspended beam and a picture of the WPC
beam cross section.

with elastic bands as shown in the diagram of Figure 2. The motion due to an impact hammer124

excitation on one end of the beam was measured with a small accelerometer placed on the oppo-125

site end. From the resonance frequencies, obtained from the measured FRF, it was also possible126

to determine the structural damping by means of the half-power bandwidth method [22].127

2.3. Stiffness properties of an orthotropic structure128

Extruded WPC beams are assembled and joined together in order to make a plate-like struc-129

ture, similar to those used in many applications. Due to the geometric configuration of their130

substructure, these panels present a different stiffness along the two principal directions, which131

are aligned with the plate’s edges. The stiffness properties of such an orthotropic plate were in-132

vestigated numerically. In order to develop a computationally efficient procedure, one can derive133

the orthotropic properties by analysing two perpendicular beams, cut along the plate’s principal134

directions, rather that modelling the entire panel, as shown in Figure 3. The apparent bending135

stiffness along the x-direction Dx,n can be determined for any resonance frequency computed136

from an FEM model of the extruded WPC beam, as described in section 2.2. In an analogous137

way, it is possible to investigate the resonant response of an orthogonal bar, modelled in an FE138

code as a certain number of beam sections, coupled together by a continuity condition. From the139

resonance frequencies of the beam’s FRF, the apparent bending stiffness Dy,n along the principal140

y-direction can be computed according to Eq. (5). The sandwich element can be treated as an141

equivalent homogeneous orthotropic structure, characterised by a frequency-dependent bending142

stiffness associated to the principal directions: Dx and Dy. This allows to describe the structural143

dynamic behaviour by means of a simpler theory. The dynamic elastic, or stiffness, properties144

approach the static value when the frequency tends to zero, while as the frequency increases145

it decays asymptotically down to a constant value. In order to obtain accurate vibro-acoustic146

simulated results by using an apparent frequency dependent bending stiffness, it is necessary to147

known this parameter within the entire frequency range: from the lower frequencies up to the148

higher investigated ones. However, due to the computational complexity, combined with FEM149

mesh size requirements, it is often possible only to evaluate the resonances within a limited fre-150

quency band. Fortunately the bending stiffness of sandwich-like structures can be fitted within151

the entire investigated range according to the relationship [14]:152

A
f

D3/2
i ( f ) −

B
f

D1/2
i ( f ) + Di ( f ) −C = 0 (6)153
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Figure 3: FEM model of the two principal directions of a WPC orthotropic plate: a) x-direction (extruded beam); b)
y-direction sections beam

where the subscript i indicates the plate’s principal direction: i = x, y.154

The constants A, B, and C can be determined from a mean square minimisation of Eq. (6)155

evaluated at the beam’s resonance frequencies fn,i. It is well known that at very low frequencies156

the dynamic response of an sandwich beam is governed by its static bending stiffness Ds, com-157

puted from the elastic moduli of the core and of the laminae Ec, El and the associated thicknesses158

hc and hl respectively: [14]:159

Ds =
Ech3

c

12
+ El

h2
chl

2
+ hch2

l +
2h3

l

3

 (7)160

however, as the frequency increases and tends to ∞, the bending stiffness approaches asymp-161

totically a constant value represented by the bending stiffness per unit of length of the external162

laminae Dl of a symmetric sandwich element.163

Dl =
Elh3

l

12
(8)164

Therefore, it is possible to increase the accuracy of the minimisation algorithm by reducing the165

number of variables, i.e. A, B and defining the constant C, which represents the stiffness at high166

frequencies, as:167

C = 2Dl (9)168

For the studied WPC structure Dl has been computed as the bending stiffness of a homogeneous169

thin beam with thickness hl = 0.0075 m and El = EOb., which is the average WPC elastic modu-170

lus experimentally determined by using the Oberst method, as described in section 2.1 and given171

in Table 1. This approximate method only applies to sandwich structures. Alternatively, the172

apparent stiffness associated with the principal directions of the WPC beams can be evaluated,173

within a wide frequency range, from the structural wavenumbers obtained by using the classical174

spatial Fourier transform SFFT, as described and compared with other methods by Van Damme175

and Zemp [23] and by Roozen et al. [24]. While it is difficult to evaluate flexural modes im-176

plementing resonant techniques up to high frequencies, both numerically and experimentally,177

it is straightforward to determine the vibrational fields in terms of acceleration a (t, x), veloc-178

ity v (t, x) or transverse displacement w (t, x). For any investigated frequency, within the range179
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100 Hz ÷ 5000 Hz, the complex vibration velocity distribution has been evaluated, on the same180

FEM models implemented for the eigenfrequency analysis previously described, along a line of181

points parallel to the beam’s axis, spaced 1 cm from one another. The complex vibration velocity182

v (x, y) can be transformed from the spatial domain to the wavenumber domain by means of a183

spatial Fourier transform F :184 {
v (kx, ω) = F v (x, ω)
v
(
ky, ω

)
= F v (y, ω) (10)185

For each frequency, the real part of the flexural wavenumber is easily determined by maximising186

the velocity v (ki, ω). Under the thin plate assumption, the bending stiffness associated to each187

principal direction can be determined from Kirchhoff’s dispersion relation:188

Di =
ω2µ

k4
i

(11)189

where µ is the effective plate’s mass per unit of surface.190

Under a simplifying assumption that computes the in-plane shear modulus Gxy as a function191

of the elastic moduli Ex Ey [25], the orthotropic plate’s bending stiffness can be approximated,192

from an elliptic interpolation of the structural wavenumber associated with the principal direc-193

tions [15, 26], as:194

D (φ) =
[
D1/2

x cos2 φ + D1/2
y sin2 φ

]2
(12)195

where φ represent the propagation angle of the structural wave, measured to the x-axis. The196

energy dissipation can be taken into account by using a complex bending stiffness given by:197

D = D (1 − iηtot) (13)198

The plate’s total loss factor ηtot can be computed as the sum of the structural viscous damping η0199

and the radiation damping ηrad, considering the same fluid medium on both sides of the plate, as200

[27]:201

ηtot = η0 + 2ηrad (14)202

The structural loss factor was determined from the FRF measured on the extruded beam, as203

already mentioned in the previous section, while the radiation damping can be computed as:204

ηrad =
ρ0c0σ

ωρh
(15)205

where ρ0 is the air density, c0 is the speed of sound, and σ represents the WPC plate’s radiation206

efficiency. It was approximated considering only the resonant response of the orthotropic plate207

[28, 29].208

2.4. Sound transmission loss of a WPC plate209

A numerical model to evaluate the sound transmission loss (TL) provided by a WPC or-210

thotropic plate is described in this section. In the literature many different approaches to predict211

the sound transmission loss of an orthotropic plate can be found. Guyader and Lesueur inves-212

tigated sound transmission through multilayer orthotropic panels, considering both an oblique213

incident plane wave [30], and a diffuse field excitation [30, 31]. An analytic model, developed214

by Nilsson to investigate sound transmission through a sandwich panel, was applied by Piana215
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Figure 4: TMM diagram: acoustic wave impinging on a stratified structure with an incidence angle θ. The multilayer
element is surrounded by a semi-infinite fluid on both sides.

et al. to orthotropic gypsum panels [26]. Recently, sound insulation of plywood panels, char-216

acterised by soft orthotropy, has been studied by Wareing, Davy and Pearse [32], taking into217

account the finite dimension of the plate, by means of the geometrical radiation impedance. Lin,218

Wang, and Kuo [33] developed a two-dimensional model within the transfer matrix framework,219

assuming in-plane isotropy, i.e. with the stiffness properties along the z-direction, which differ220

from the properties in the x − y plane. The model was then extended by Kuo et al. [34], for221

the three-dimensional case, describing an orthotropic elastic solid characterised by the stress and222

strain relationship defined by nine independent constants. The model presented here was derived223

within the transfer matrix framework for a thin orthotropic layer, by drawing inspiration from224

the work presented by Atalla [35]. The transfer matrix method (TMM) is a powerful tool, with225

wide-range applicability [36, 37, 38], to model wave propagation through laterally infinite media226

of different nature, considering a two-dimensional problem of a plane acoustic wave impinging227

at an angle θ on the surface S of the element, as shown in Figure 4. The general TMM formalism228

can be expressed as:229 
pS

vS

 =

[
1 −Z (ω, φ)
0 1

] 
pS ′

vS ′

 (16)230

The acoustic pressure pS and the particle velocity vS completely define the acoustic field on231

the surface S . Analogously, pS ′ and vS ′ describe the acoustic field on the surface S
′

. Wave232

propagation through the WPC structure is described in terms of the plate’s mechanical impedance233

Z (ω, φ), given by:234

Z (ω, φ) = iωρh
(
1 −

D (φ) k4
t

ω2ρh

)
, (17)235

where h is the thickness of the plate, ρ its density, D the orthotropic bending stiffness, given in236

equations (12) and (13), and kt is the trace wavenumber, defined as a function of the acoustic237

wavenumber k0 as: kt = k0 sin θ.238

At a given angular frequency ω, the transmission coefficient τ∞, dependent on the propaga-239

tion direction φ, can be determined by coupling the matrix given in Eq. (16) with a plane sound240
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Table 1: Dynamic elastic properties of a WPC bar determined for different resonant frequencies fn using Oberst beam
methods.

mode fn [Hz] EOb. [GPa] Cn EOb. [GPa] ρ [kg/m3] l [m] h [m]

1 119 5.43 0.55959

5.4 1316 0.142 0.0073
2 741 5.37 3.5069
3 2085 5.43 9.8194
4 4084 5.43 19.242

wave impinging at a certain angle θ, and to a semi-infinite fluid on the receiving side, as accu-241

rately described in Chapter 11 of Ref. [39]. Assuming each medium to be infinitely extended242

on the sides, The TMM neglects both the modal resonances and diffraction effect caused by the243

finite dimension of real structures. Therefore in the low frequency range, the results may not244

accurately approximate the effective transmission loss. In order to increase the accuracy of the245

model, a geometrical radiation efficiency σ f inite was introduced to consider the diffraction due to246

the finite size of the element; which, however, also does not take into account modal resonances.247

The finite size transmission coefficient is thus given by:248

τ f (θ) = τ∞ (ω, θ, φ)σ f inite (ω, θ, φ) cos θ. (18)249

The non-resonant radiation efficiency σ f inite can be computed following either the approach pro-250

posed by Villot et al. [40] using the spatial windowing technique, or a more general one, proposed251

by Rhazi and Atalla [41], based on Rayleigh’s integral formulation. Since both these methods252

are computationally expensive, several authors have proposed simplified approaches providing a253

faster algorithm, see for example [42, 43], although those are not suitable for orthotropic struc-254

tures. Assuming a random incidence diffuse field excitation, the WPC plate’s sound transmission255

loss is determined for each angular frequency ω as:256

T L = −10 log

∫ 2π

0

∫ π/2

0
τ f (ω, θ, φ) sin θ cos θ dθdφ∫ 2π

0

∫ π/2

0
sin θ cos θ dθdφ

(19)257

3. Results and discussions258

Applying Oberst’s beam method, the dynamic elastic properties of a WPC homogeneous bar259

were determined from the first four resonances of the measured FRF, obtaining an almost con-260

stant value of Young’s modulus, as reported in Table 1. The dynamic elastic modulus was also261

compared with the static Young’s modulus measured with the three-points bending method. The262

four specimens that were tested had the following Young’s moduli: 4.04, 4.09, 3.94 and 4.17263

GPa, which lead to an average static Young’s modulus of 4.06 GPa, as reported in Table 2, with a264

standard deviation of 0.08 GPa. These results are overall consistent with the measurement of the265

dynamic elastic properties using Oberst’s method. Even though, probably due to the higher strain266

rate which characterises Oberst method, the dynamic elastic modulus is slightly higher than the267

static value obtain from the three-points bending method. In order to analyse the vibro-acoustic268
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Table 2: Static elastic properties of a WPC bar determined on four samples by means of the three-points bending method.

sample E3−p. [GPa] E3−p. [GPa] ρ [kg/m3] l [m] h [m]

1 4.04

4.06 1316 0.142 0.0073
2 4.09
3 3.94
4 4.17

mode index [-]

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14

f n
 [

H
z]

10
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10
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f
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f
n,FEM

Figure 5: Comparison between the numerical and experimental resonance frequencies associated with bending motion
of a WPC boards.

behaviour of WPC elements used in practical applications, it is necessary to take into account269

their geometry. The boards, obtained by extrusion, usually present a periodic cross section, al-270

ternating at regular steps a double-leaf system to a solid element. Adopting a well-established271

homogenisation technique commonly applied to sandwich elements, the WPC beam was anal-272

ysed by means of a low-order theory compensated by frequency-dependent elastic properties. A273

free-free WPC beam was modelled with an FE code computing the resonance frequencies in or-274

der to determine its bending stiffness. The model was validated with experimental data measured275

on a freely suspended beam. It was possible to measure the first 13 resonances, associated with276

bending motion. The experimental and numerical resonance frequencies, compared in Figure 5,277

show a remarkable agreement. Due to the geometry of its substructure, the WPC plate, consisting278

of laterally connected beams, exhibits an orthotropic behaviour that was characterised by means279

of numerical investigation of the bending stiffness along the two principal directions.280

As shown in Figure 6, a very good agreement was found between the wavenumbers obtained281

by using Kirchhoff’s dispersion relation from the bending stiffness, computed from the reso-282

nant frequencies of flexural modes then extended in a wider frequency range using Eq. (6), and283

the wavenumbers determined by means of the more general approach based on spatial Fourier’s284

transform SFTT. Only a small deviation is found at high frequencies, especially for the wavenum-285

bers along the y-direction. In the same Figure the acoustic wavenumber k0 is also shown, in order286
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Figure 6: Bending wavenumbers determined along the two principal directions of a WPC plate by means of FEM
simulations: comparison between the values computed at the resonances kn,i,resonance, the values extend in frequency
kn,i,S andwich, and the dispersion curves obtained from SFFT approach kn,i,S FFT . The acoustic k0 wavenumber is also
reported.

to highlight the two characteristic coincidences of the orthotropic panel. The x-direction φ = 0,287

associated with the extruded beam is the stiffest one within the entire frequency range. The co-288

incidence associated with a flexural wave propagating along this direction falls around 1100 Hz,289

while the coincidence associated with the orthogonal y-direction φ = π/2, which also represents290

the critical condition of the panel,falls around 1800 Hz.291

In order to validate the sound transmission model, the transmission loss of a WPC plate292

was experimentally determined. Experimental tests were carried out into the sound transmission293

laboratory of the University of Ferrara. A rectangular panel, with dimensions Lx = 1.50 m,294

Ly = 1.25 m and h = 0.025 m, was mounted on a frame between a reverberant room, with a295

volume of 250.7 m3, and a semi-anechoic chamber, as shown in Figure 7. In the reverberant room296

different sound sources were driven by a stationary white noise, and the average sound pressure297

level Lp was measured using six microphones placed in different positions. The receiving room298

had highly absorbing lateral walls and ceiling and a reflective floor. The average sound intensity299

Li was measured inside this room at a distance of approximately 15 cm from the panel, by a300

manual scanning procedure using a B&K 3547 sound intensity probe. According to ISO 15186-301

1:2003 Standard [44] the plate’s sound transmission loss T Lexp was calculated as:302

T Lexp = Lp − Li − 6 (20)303

The TL obtained from the FTMM model is compared with the experimental results in Fig-304

ure 8. Two predicted curves of TL, computed with the FTMM, are shown: one was obtained305

using the bending stiffness determined from the resonant frequencies and the analytical formu-306

lation for sandwich elements given in Eq. (6), while for the other one the bending stiffness was307

determined, according to the dispersion relation given in Eq. (11), from the wavenumbers evalu-308

ated by means of the SFFT approach. Both numerical curves of TL are in good agreement with309

the experimental data. The finite-size correction provides a good approximation of the trend in310

the low frequencies, while in the mid-high range the simulated TL matches almost perfectly the311
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Figure 7: a) Diagram of the laboratory test facility for TL measurements; b) pictures of the experimental setup for TL
measurement on the WPS plate

experimental data. The first coincidence associated with the stiffest direction and the critical con-312

dition of the WPC plate are close, falling in neighbouring bands and overlapping their associated313

dips in a wide region from 1250 Hz to 2000 Hz.314

While below the critical condition, the two predicted TL are identical, since this is a mass-315

controlled region, at the highest frequencies a slight difference is found. The TL associated316

with the bending stiffness derived by using the SFFT seems to underestimates the experimental317

results, although the maximum deviation is lower than 2 dB. It should be mentioned that the SFFT318

approach is easily applicable to any kind of structure up to high frequencies, both numerically and319

experimentally, while it is difficult to evaluate the resonant frequencies associated with flexural320

modes in a wide frequency range. Moreover, the analytical formulation given in Eq. (6) is only321

valid for sandwich elements.322

Concerning the material, wood flour as well as other natural fibers, have a rather low degrada-323

tion temperature, i.e. around 200◦C. This sets an upper bound on the processing temperature and324

eventually limits the choice of the thermoplastic matrix to be used, in the sense that the polymer325

must be molten and sufficiently fluid well below 200◦C. Other than polyethylene only a few ther-326

moplastics can be used as matrices of natural fiber filled materials, namely polypropylene (PP),327

polystyrene (PS) and polyvinylchloride (PVC). Polypropylene melts around 165◦C limiting the328

processing temperature window to a very narrow range. Polystyrene is a very brittle thermoplas-329

tic that is not appropriate in structural applications. PVC, on the other hand, is often used as a330

matrix for WPCs, but it is usually much stiffer than polyethylene, its glass transition temperature331

being of the order of 70◦C – 80◦C. As a result, wood filled PVC would definitely be more rigid332

and this would negatively affect its acoustic properties. Quite recently also polyurethane has333

been used as WPC matrix [9], but in this case the manufacturing technique differs significantly334

from the extrusion that is used to produce the WPC decking profiles characterized in this work.335

Typically, HDPE has relatively low mechanical properties, but adding a wood flour content336

of 50 wt.% allows to obtain stiffness and strength that are sufficient for weakly structural appli-337

cations. Interestingly, the increase in mechanical properties correspond to an increase in dissi-338

pation. From standard formulae of dynamic mechanical analysis, the energy density W which is339
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Figure 8: Comparison between experimental transmission loss of the WPC orthotropic plate T Lexp and FTMM results:
T LFTT M,S andwich represents the TL computed by using the apparent bending stiffness obtained from the resonance fre-
quencies; T LFTT M,S FFT is the TL computed by using the apparent bending stiffness obtained from SFFT approach.

dissipated in a single sinusoidal cycle is:340

W = πε2
0E′′ (21)341

where ε0 is the strain amplitude and E′′ is the loss modulus of the material. It can be shown342

[7] that E′′ in wood flour filled polyolefins increases with wood content. Specifically, for the343

measurements reported in [7], the numerical value for the neat matrix is 44.8 MPa, for the 30344

wt.% is 49.0 MPa and for the 50 wt.% is 54 MPa. For these reasons, adding wood filler to345

polyolefin does have a vibration damping effect.346

4. System optimisation347

Several factors, such as the kind of foaming used in the production process of the WPC, may348

influence the material’s density and its elastic properties. Figure 9 shows a comparison between349

the different TL, computed by means of the FTMM, of WPC plates made out of boards with350

the same geometry by varying the material’s density: ρ1 = 1316kg/m3, ρ2 = 1100kg/m3 and351

ρ3 = 900kg/m3.352

A parametric analysis on the extruded beam has been performed by varying three geomet-353

ric parameters, as shown in Figure 10, obtaining 28 configurations with different stiffness and354

different mass. The details of each investigated beam are given in Table 3.355

The 28 investigated configurations provide different curves of TL. In order to understand356

how the geometric characteristics of the element influence its acoustic performance, it may be357

useful to show those configurations which represent limit cases, either in terms of mass for unit358

of surface or stiffness, rather than the results of all 28 configurations. In Figure 11, the TLs359

computed for 9 of the 28 parametric configurations are shown. It is clear that below the critical360

condition the surface mass governs the acoustic performance. In this frequency range the highest361

sound insulation is provided by the homogeneous plate, configuration 28, which has a surface362
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Table 3: Parametric configurations of the extruded WPC beam investigated.

Config. a1[mm] a2[mm] a3[mm] h[mm] µ
[

kg
m2

]
Rw [dB]

1 5.0 5.0 17 20 21.6 34
2 5.0 5.0 20 20 20.9 34
3 5.0 5.0 23 20 20.2 33
4 5.0 10 17 20 17.7 32
5 5.0 10 20 20 16.3 31
6 5.0 10 23 20 14.9 30
7 5.0 15 17 20 13.8 30
8 5.0 15 20 20 11.8 28
9 5.0 15 23 20 9.8 27
10 7.5 5.0 17 25 28.1 35
11 7.5 5.0 20 25 27.5 35
12 7.5 5.0 23 25 26.8 35
13 7.5 10 17 25 24.3 34
14 7.5 10 20 25 22.9 33
15 7.5 10 23 25 21.6 33
16 7.5 15 17 25 20.5 32
17 7.5 15 20 25 18.4 31
18 7.5 15 23 25 16.3 30
19 10 5.0 17 30 34.7 36
20 10 5.0 20 30 34.7 36
21 10 5.0 23 30 33.4 36
22 10 10 17 30 30.9 35
23 10 10 20 30 29.5 35
24 10 10 23 30 28.1 34
25 10 15 17 30 27.0 34
26 10 15 20 30 24.9 33
27 10 15 23 30 24.3 32
28 5.0 0.0 0.0 20 24.3 38
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Figure 9: TL of a WPC sandwich plate, numerically computed using FTMM, assuming different material’s densities.

mass approximately 70% larger than the original board. Even though configuration 28 provides363

the best acoustic performance, both in terms of TL and as single-number indicator Rw, given in364

Table 3, it should be noted that such a plate, made out of homogeneous solid beams, does not365

have many of the advantages provided by a sandwich element, being heavier and more expensive366

to be produced.367

In order to devise a simple method to design WPC sandwich elements providing good acous-368

tic performance it is necessary to understand how mass and flexural stiffness, related to the ge-369

ometry of the cross-section, affect the TL of the orthotropic plate. Below the critical frequency,370

sound insulation is governed by the surface mass of the element µ. In Figure 12 the single-number371

sound insulation index Rw of all the 27 sandwich configurations is plotted against 10 log µ. These372

data are correlated to a regression line based on the diffuse sound field mass-law [45], computed373

for the third octave band centred on 500 Hz, since the index Rw is weighted mostly around this374

Con�guration 3

Con�guration 10

Con�guration 23

y

xz

10 mm

145 mm

a1

a3

a1

a2

a) b)

Figure 10: FEM-based parametric analysis on the x-beam’s cross-section Three parameters are varied: a1, a2 and a3, for
a total of 27 configuration. The cross-sections obtained for configurations 3, 10, 23 are shown as example.
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Figure 11: Some examples of the transmission loss of WPC plates obtained by bounding boards with optimised cross-
section. Results simulated with FTMM.

frequency band.375

It is not straightforward to find a correlation between the TL of the WPC panel and the beams’376

cross-section geometry in the region at and above the critical condition, which is controlled by its377

bending stiffness. Even though it is possible to predict the apparent bending stiffness of a sand-378

wich beam for the frequency that tends to zero and to∞, the rate of its decay is independent from379

these values and it has a significant influence on the frequency band the coincidence falls within.380

Moreover, due to the soft-orthotropy of the investigated panel, the bending stiffness is also de-381

pendent upon the azimuthal angle and the dip in the TL curves involves a wide frequency region382

that goes from the first coincidence to the critical condition. The fully numerical procedure,383

described in the previous section, represents a simple way to investigate the dynamic behaviour384

of an orthotropic sandwich plate during the optimisation process, although a simplified empiri-385

cal formulation that correlates the material elastic properties and the structure’s geometry to the386

decay rate of the frequency-dependent bending stiffness might be a handy tool for the design of387

sandwich plates. As discussed in paragraph 2.3 it is possible to identify a peculiar behaviour of388

the bending stiffness both in the low and in the high frequency ranges:389 
D( f ) −−−→

f→0
Ds

D( f ) −−−−→
f→∞

Dl

(22)390

Given that, by knowing the apparent bending stiffness of the 27 sandwich configurations, numer-391

ically determined along two directions, it was possible, from Eq. (7) and Eq. (6), to determine392

the constant Young’s Ec and shear moduli Gc of the core, depending on coefficients A and B:393

A =
Gchc

2πDs
√
µ

; B =
Gchc
2π
√
µ

(23)394

A decreasing function, which respects the limit conditions expressed in Eq. (22), is assumed to395

be:396

Di ( f ) = (Ds − Dl) e−γ f + Dl (24)397
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Figure 12: Correlation between the sound insulation index Rw and the surface mass of 27 optimised configurations of
WPC boards.

The term γ has been determined from the 54 bending stiffnesses associated with the orthotropic398

directions of the parametric configurations. As shown in Figure 13, a good correlation has been399

found with the exponent γ and the term Bi/
√
µi, where µi is the surface mass of the beam as-400

sociated with the principal i-direction and Bi is the coefficient given in Eq. (23). Thus, by401

reformulating Eq. (24), it is possible to provide an empirical formulation in order to approximate402

the apparent bending stiffness decay rate with the frequency, which is a function of the material’s403

static elastic constants and the surface mass of the structure:404

Di (ω) = (Ds − Dl) exp
(

19.881ωµ
Gchc

)
+ Dl (25)405

The accuracy of such an empirical formulation has been investigated by comparing the critical406

frequencies along the x-direction, evaluated from the approximated bending stiffness given in407

Eq. (25), according to the dispersion relation in Eq. (11), to the critical frequencies determined408

from the wavenumbers obtained by means of the SFFT approach. Figure 14 shows the critical409

frequencies of all 27 sandwich configurations.410

5. Conclusion411

In this paper the sound insulation of an orthotropic panel, constituted by several WPC ex-412

truded boards bonded together, has been investigated. The WPC plate was modelled within413

a FTMM model as a thin orthotropic layer in order to compute the sound transmission loss. It414

was described by using frequency dependent stiffness properties, in order to take into account the415

complex dynamics of these structures by using a low-order theory. The apparent stiffness proper-416

ties of a WPC board have been determined by means of a resonant numerical approach, based on417

an FE simulation. The method has been proved to be reliable by comparing the flexural stiffness,418

obtained from the FE analysis, with the experimental values measured on a WPC board by means419

of a resonant technique. The resonant methods, whether applied numerically or experimentally,420
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Figure 13: Correlation to determine the empirical formulation to approximate the apparent frequency-dependent bending
stiffness of the plate.

are generally limited in frequency; in fact, it is not always possible to determine the resonances421

associated with the bending motion up to higher frequencies. An alternative approach based on422

spatial Fourier transform has been tested, finding consistent results. A numerically-based proce-423

dure to investigate the plate dynamics is particularly convenient for this kind of structures, since424

it allows the evaluation of the flexural stiffness along both principal orthotropic directions, which425

would otherwise be impossible experimentally. The orthotropic flexural stiffness in any given426

propagation direction, necessary as input data in the FTMM model, has been approximated with427

an elliptic interpolation of the stiffness determined along the two principal directions. Although428

this is an approximated approached, based on the assumption that the in-plane shear modulus429

is proportional to a combination of the elastic moduli along the principal directions, a remark-430

able agreement has been found between the transmission loss computed with the FTMM and431

the experimental curve. The WPC elements exhibit a soft-orthotropic behaviour: the difference432

between the stiffness associated with the principal directions is small and the two characteristic433

coincidences fall within neighbouring third-octave bands.434

One of the most interesting applications of this fully numerical vibro-acoustic analysis is the435

optimization process to increase the acoustic performance of the structure. A parametric analy-436

sis, investigating the TL of 28 different geometric configurations of the WPC extruded boards,437

has been presented, varying their cross-section and consequently their surface mass and stiffness.438

A good correlation has been found between the mass-law for a diffuse sound field, computed at439

500 Hz and the sound insulation index determined from the FTMM for all the 28 configurations.440

For sandwich elements the apparent bending stiffness decays as the frequency increases. The441

rate of the decay of the bending stiffness, associated with both principal directions, can be de-442

termined from the FEM structural dynamics models. Alternatively, an approximate empirical443

equation to evaluate the dynamic bending stiffness of a sandwich beam from the material’s static444

elastic properties and the structure’s geometric characteristics has been proposed. The results445

approximate with good accuracy the frequency-dependent bending stiffness, obtained from the446

FEM models, for all 27 sandwich configurations.447
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